Button+: Supporting User and Context Aware Interaction Through Shape-Changing Interfaces
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Figure 1. Components of Button+: A) rotary knob and pushbutton, B) actuated shaft with input capabilities, C) RFID reader, D) LED circular array and rotary haptic display.

ABSTRACT
Shape-changing interfaces are an emerging topic in HCI research: they merge the simplicity of tangible interfaces with the expressiveness of dynamic physical affordances. However, while prior work largely focused on technical aspects and proposed classifications of shape-changing interfaces based on the physical properties of the actuators and the user’s levels of control, this work presents a classification of shape-changing interfaces based on the context and identity of the users. After introducing a new prototype for a shape-changing pushbutton, we conducted a series of workshop studies with designers and engineers to explore the design space and potential applications for this interface. We used the result of our workshops to propose a generalized taxonomy of interactions, and built two applications that reflect the proposed model. The paper concludes by highlighting future possible research directions for context and user aware shape-changing interfaces.
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INTRODUCTION
Shape-changing interfaces are becoming an increasingly interesting topic of research in HCI, mostly because they combine the intuitiveness of tangible interfaces [15] with the capability (typical of purely digital graphical interfaces) of displaying adaptive and dynamic content over time [14]. In the past, researchers have studied shape-changing interfaces with different form factors [12, 22], made from mechanical or deforming materials [7, 24, 25, 33], with both input (e.g., controllers) and output (e.g., physical displays) capabilities. Moreover, researchers have also acknowledged the advantage of shape-changing interfaces for different types of interactions through the use of dynamic affordances [32] and proposed numerous classifications [27, 29].

However, while most of prior work focused on various technological actuation methods for physical transformations and novel interaction techniques, this paper identifies a research opportunity in exploring the design space of shape-changing interfaces depending on the users and the context of use. Through a sequence of design workshops with designers and engineers, we explored in detail the benefits and design opportunities of dynamic physical affordances, and propose a novel taxonomy of interaction with shape-changing interfaces. In order to gather the most generalized results from the workshops, we designed and developed Button+, a custom-made simple shape-changing interface in the form-factor of an augmented pushbutton (arguably the most familiar and ubiquitous input interface in commercial products [1, 17]).
This paper contributes to prior work by proposing an alternative framework for classifying interactions with shape-changing interfaces, that is not based on technology [27], physical shapes [29], emotional expressiveness [20], or levels of control [28], but rather on the context of interaction (situation and users). The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we introduce prominent related work about shape-changing interfaces, and we describe the Button+ prototype. We present the workshop studies and their results, and a classification of the design space under two main dimensions. Based on this framework, we implement and present two applications that showcase the spectrum of these interactions. Finally, we discuss limitations and future avenues of research.

RELATED WORK
Shape-changing interfaces can act both as input devices and output displays, with different levels of control [28]. Therefore, it is difficult to draw a line between the input and output modalities, as changes in the physical form factor impact both on the abilities of users to manipulate the interface through affordances [5] or to understand notifications and ambient information. Though prior extensive classifications exist [29], in our review we simply present prior works categorized according to whether emphasis was on the input or output modality.

Shape-changing interfaces as output displays
Shape-changing output displays described in the literature span over a variety of physical interfaces with different mechanical properties (e.g., changes in volume, orientation, form, textures [20]), form factors (e.g., table-alike surfaces [21], robotic avatars [27], mobile devices [11]) and applications (e.g., ambient displays [e.g., 13], wearable notification systems [e.g., 10] and communication devices [26]). From the technical point of view, most shape-changing displays are made of mechanical components or special materials. For example, Surflex is a shape-change display that uses shape-memory alloys to alter its surface [4], while PneUI uses pneumatically actuating soft materials [34].

Among mechanically actuated systems, Hong et al. introduced an ambient flower-shaped avatar that changes depending on the sitting posture of the user [13], while Park et al. [26] presented Wrigglo, a peripheral smartphone avatar for interpersonal communication. More complex shape-changing displays require multiple actuators in order to render complex geometries with greater accuracy. For example, FEELEX [16] is an array of linear actuators that deforms its shape. This work influenced several similar systems which provide technical improvements and refinements, though they substantially belong to the same family of kinetic surfaces (e.g., Lumen [27], Relief [21], inFORM [7], PocoPoco [18], Dynamic bar chart [32]). A notable system in this same category, although one-dimensional, is LineFORM [24].

Shape-changing interfaces for input
Similar to output displays, shape-changing input interfaces come in a variety of forms, complexity and usages. Among the most common usages, computer assistive input controllers are a particularly popular application domain.

DO-IT is an early example of a deformable input interface [23]. Deformation was later further explored by Michelitsch et al. [22] with an interface that switches the mode of interaction depending on the way it is held or squeezed. The Inflatable Mouse [19] is a computer mouse which enables different modes of interaction through changes of volumes, while Métamorphe is a computer keyboard made of vertically actuated keys with augmented capabilities [2]. Other shape-changing input controllers have the shape of buttons or dials, such as the actuated buttons described by Snibbe et al. [31], the pneumatically actuated buttons by Harrison et al. [9], and the dynamic button-knob for mobile devices by Hemmert et al. [12]. Tiab et al. [33] recently empirically explored the affordances for various shape-changing buttons.

BUTTON+
Button+ is a shape-changing button interface with input and output capabilities (Figure 2). Because physical buttons are easy to understand, pervasive and ubiquitously found in commercially available products [1, 17], we explicitly designed Button+ with the form factor of a pushbutton so that it may be suitable for a wide range of possible interactions. Specifically, because the physicality of traditional buttons can provide implicit information to users, researchers have suggested to adopt buttons with dynamic adjustments for novel interaction techniques [1]. Button+ is our attempt to create a customizable interaction with an augmented and expressive shape-changing pushbutton interface.

Figure 2. Button+ internal components and assembly.

PROTOTYPE
The prototype of Button+ not only mounts a regular pushdown button (Figure 1A), but it also includes a protractible/retractable knob that can be spun, pushed or pulled (Figure 1B), an RFID reader for identifying users or
commands (Figure 1C), and a visual and haptic display for notifications and feedback (Figure 1D).

Button+ is shaped as a squared 132 x 132 mm 3D printed box (height: 73 mm) with rounded edges containing electromechanical parts, and an Arduino UNO development board wired to a controlling computer. The Button+ case hosts a cylindrical 70mm high by 38ø mm vertical shaft that can extend up to 30 mm from the top of the box. The shaft can be used as a rotary knob capable of continuous 360° spinning, sensed by a 24 step rotary encoder. The protraction of the knob was achieved by means of a custom-made rack-and-pinion geared mechanism (Figure 3). The pinion (60 teeth gear, 38ø mm) and the rack (20 teeth, height 40 mm) were laser-cut from 4mm thick acrylic sheets and are actuated by a 180° servo motor (HES-288, speed: 0.22sec/60°, torque: 2500 gf-cm at 5V) mounted on the box. Inside the box, a hollow cylinder was used to constrain the shaft to only vertical movements.

![Figure 3. Rack and pinion actuation, brushing, and gearing required for the haptic display.](image)

The servo motor was modified to be position-readable, by attaching additional wires to the internal potentiometer. This allows sensing push and pull forces applied on the knob by the user (~5.3 to ~6.3 Newtons), which results in a vertical displacement (servo motor backdriving). The knob is surrounded by a circular array of 24 RGB LEDs (Adafruit Neopixel ring) and it houses a custom-made rotary haptic display mounted on a small DC motor (200rpm, 0.1W at 3V). A 125 kHz RFID reader (ID-12LA) is mounted on the side of the Button+ box. The DC motor and the LED ring were powered separately by an external power supply (5V, 2A). Finally, 3D printed parts were post-processed using Tetrahydrofuran and polished with sand paper, while the top of the box was covered with a 112 x 112 mm clear sandblasted acrylic sheet.

**DESIGN WORKSHOP**

To understand the design space and practical opportunities of physical shape-changing interfaces as a consumer product, we organized a series of design workshops with interaction designers and engineers. Prior studies with shape-changing interface used design workshops to collect participants’ feedback and generate ideas for applications [8, 6]. Similarly, our workshop’s main objective was to generate numerous applications for the Button+ interface and to describe specific input/output interactions that would take advantage of the shape-changing capabilities.

**Participants**

We recruited 12 volunteers (5 female) from the authors’ affiliated institution (KAIST, South Korea), aged 21 to 29 (M: 25.0, SD: 2.09) of which 6 were designers and 6 engineers. All participants had a minimum of four years of study in their disciplines, with expertise in product or interaction design, mechanical or electrical engineering, and computer science. All participants were compensated with USD 10 in local currency for their time.

**Method and material**

We conducted a total of three design workshops. Each design workshop took approximately 90 minutes with a team composed of two designers and two engineers. It took place in a designated meeting room with a large TV screen and a table. Participants sat in a circle and were provided a pen, handouts, and paper for scribbling. A moderator (one of the authors) and a staff helper supervised the workshop sessions at all times. Workshops were also video recorded for subsequent analysis.

At the start of the workshop, after a brief welcoming session and after signing a consent form, the participants were given an introduction to the concept of shape-changing interfaces. They were then given a 5-minute demonstration of Button+, placed on the center of the table, and were encouraged to try it. A software with minimal GUI was used to display the numerical values from each input modality of the prototype (pushbutton state, knob rotation and vertical position). For the output modality, a computer keyboard was used to issue commands and demonstrate the visual and haptic notifications, and the protraction/retraction of the knob.

After the introduction, a 4-3-5 **brain-writing** session (a variation of the 6-3-5 brain-writing method [30]) was used to collect participant’s ideas. The brain-writing method is a popular technique focused on generating a large quantity of collaborative ideas in written form. Initially, each of the four participants simultaneously drew on paper three different ideas within five minutes, then passed the sheet of paper to another participant, who further developed them. This process repeated four times, with each participant adding three ideas that refined and built upon previous ones. After 20 minutes each team produced 12 complete ideas documented on paper, each composed by four iterations (48 sketches in total). During the 4-3-5 sessions participants were allowed to ask clarifications to the moderator and to other team members.

After the 4-3-5 session, the moderator guided a discussion among the participants about the ideas that they drew on paper. Each participant was given the time to voice his/her
favorite ideas, and rank them for functionality and novelty. Then, the team unanimously nominated the best four ideas and filled out the final concept sheets, with changes reflecting the team discussion. The workshop was concluded with a short debriefing, and for each team we collected the sheets containing the sketches generated during the 4-3-5 sessions and the final nominated ideas.

WORKSHOP RESULTS AND CLASSIFICATION
We reviewed all the sketches collected from the design workshops, and extracted 10 unique application ideas by merging similar concepts. Using an affinity diagram and the recordings of the discussions in the workshops, we clustered ideas according to whether emphasis was put on the identity of the users or on the context of interaction. We also considered whether the users had control over the shape-changing capabilities (e.g., customizable functions mapped to different shapes), or whether changes were system-controlled and users could simply react to them.

Following this process, we present a taxonomy of interaction with shape-changing interfaces with two orthogonal dimensions: user-context awareness and the active-passive role of the user. The resulting four areas correspond to four different interaction styles, which we named as Situational, Role-based, “Swiss Army Knife” and Personalized. The following sections describe in detail these areas and the ideas composing them.

![Figure 4. Sketches from the design workshops, showing possible applications of Button+: A) App Specific Mouse, B) Hidden Stove, C) Desk Universal Controller, D) Safer Safe.](image)

Context Aware Interaction
The category Context Aware describes those interactions that require the interface to change shape depending on the context of use. For example, the interface could implicitly change depending on the specific types of activities that the user is performing (Situational), or could be explicitly changed by the user to select a specific functionality out of many (“Swiss Army Knife”).

Situational
Situational interaction depends on which activity the user is engaged with or the peripheral information available. For example, S1 is an idea for a game keypad that changes shape depending on the state of the game. As the game becomes more complex and the game-character evolves, the controllers available to the users dynamically change. S2 presents a computer mouse-like device that changes shape to support different types of input depending on the PC application used. Similar to previous work [19, 23], our participants described an interface that looks like a computer mouse but “acts as a more sophisticated tool when dealing with minute adjustment such as computer-aided modeling or drawings” (Figure 4A). Finally, S3 is a car navigational and audio wheel-like interface, similar to the BMW iDrive [3], that hides itself when the vehicle is in motion to minimize distractions for the driver and unintentional input.

“Swiss Army Knife”
Following the metaphor of a Swiss Army Knife, a multi-purpose knife-kit that includes multiple tools in one, our workshop participants envisioned situations in which the user can modify the shape of the interface to select specific actions among many possibilities. For example, K4 is a remote light controller that specifies the intensity or colors of different lamps located in the room. K5 is a multi-device universal remote controller for the desk (Figure 4C). Using this controller, a user can switch on/off any device in the room, as well as control other parameters of specific appliances (e.g., changing orientation and speed of a fan).

![Figure 5. Taxonomy of Button+ interactions: Situational, Role-based, “Swiss Army Knife”, and Personalized.](image)

User Aware Interaction
The category User Aware describes those interactions that depend on the identity or the role of the user. With Role-based interaction, access-privilege rules can be assigned to all users, limiting the subset of possible input that they can perform. With personalized interaction, different users can configure and customize a shared shape-changing interface to match with specific working styles or to save preferences.
Role-based
Role-based interaction means that the interface changes shape according to the current user. For example, R6 (Figure 4B) is a dial for a stove that retracts itself to hide from unauthorized users (e.g., children) and only pops out when an adult is present. R7 is a controller for a centralized air conditioning unit. The controller has minimal functionalities for most users (e.g., on/off, fan speed) but discloses the full set of input options to building managers and administrators. R8 is a dial-shaped biometric sensor embedded in a jewelry safe that is graspable and can be rotated only by authorized users.

Personalized
Different users can also choose to personalize the way they interact with a shared device by identifying themselves before usage. As an analogy, users of modern luxury cars often have the ability to save in memory their personal preferences for the settings of the seats, mirrors and other features. Similarly, our workshop users discussed ways for personalizing the settings of a shared interface and recalling these preferences upon usage. P9, for example, is a lock for a safe that allows multiple owners to create a secret combination using both the height and the rotation of a dial (Figure 4D). In this way, multiple users can make their own secret combinations for accessing private compartments of a shared safe using the same input interface. P10 is an instrument effector that can save the settings for all members of a music band (typically guitarists and bass players). One of the participants remarked that “having a dial to visually and tangibly change the controls for a guitar effector can be helpful since different members in the band usually have different preferences for their instruments.”

DISCUSSION
This is not the first work that attempts to classify the types of interaction with shape-changing interfaces: numerous interpretations have already been proposed, including the prominent work of Rasmussen et al. [28, 29]. However, while previous classifications mainly focused on the technological aspects or material properties of shape-changing interfaces [27], the emotional expressiveness of the input and output modalities [20], and the user’s level of control [28], this work takes a slightly different perspective by empathizing the context of interaction.

In our framework, an interface can change shape to reflect a specific situation or the types/identities of users engaged. Examples from the workshops include those interfaces that change shape depending on what activity the user is performing (S1, S2, S3), and those interfaces that, through implicit affordances, prevent or grant input to specific users (R6, R7, R8). The common characteristic of these applications is that the shape-changing capabilities are triggered by the system and the user mostly reacts to them. Diametrically opposite, there are interactions that still depend on the context (users or situations) but for which the user has active control over how the interface changes shapes. Examples from the workshop include interfaces that are used to control different functionalities or devices through shape alterations (K4, K5), or devices that are shared by multiple users and provide, by means of different shapes, a way to specify and view custom settings and options for each individual user (P9, P10).

Interestingly, many of the application ideas from the workshops are arguably falling into multiple groups, because, as in previous work, the categories proposed in our analysis are not mutually exclusive. It is also interesting to note that the context/user aware model proposed in this paper does not contrast with classifications from previous work, but rather complements them. For example, the concept of level of control, (system vs user control) proposed by Rasmussen et al. [28] is also described in our model in terms of passive vs active interactions (the vertical axis of Figure 5), but it is augmented by an additional dimension (user vs context awareness).

APPLICATIONS
Inspired by the results of the workshops, we developed two applications for the Button+ interface that showcase the four interactions proposed in our model. We developed a user-aware music player application that enables customized control for users with different access privileges, and a context-aware car simulation videogame that dynamically changes the input controller capabilities depending on the players’ performance. For each of the two applications we considered situations in which the user is both passive (shape-changes are driven by the system and the user reacts to them) or active (the user perform input gestures by changing the interfaces shape).

Music Player
Our first application is a controller for a music player software running on a computer connected to the Button+ interface. The software was written using Java in Processing with the Minim library. The Button+ controller interface enables several functionalities, including playing/pausing music, track change, and volume control. It also provides both visual and haptic notifications. The behavior of the input interface was designed to allow interaction from multiple users who might share the control of a music player, but also have varied access privileges. By changing the shape of the controller, different physical affordances are provided to distinct users (identified by means of RFID tags) depending on their predetermined roles.

Our system acknowledges four distinct user roles (normal user, heavy user, administrator, and new user) with different abilities of controlling the system. For instance, a normal user can simply choose to play or pause a song using the pushbutton mounted on the top of Button+ knob. No other control is offered to a normal user, as the knob is completely retracted in the box. When a heavy user accesses the system, a knob controller appears from the box. The user can then change song tracks by spinning it. An administrator can, on top of these actions, also change the volume level of the
music, by vertically pushing or pulling the knob. Finally, a new user has no ability to control the system: if a new user attempts to do any input, the haptic display on the of the top of the retracted knob gives feedback to signify that no input is allowed. In other words, a new user has a passive role.

**Figure 6. Demonstration of music player application.**

**Car Simulation Videogame**
Our second application is a controller for a car simulation videogame that changes upon context. The game runs on a computer connected to the Button+ controller, and it was developed using Java in Processing with the Fisica library. The game content is displayed on a computer screen, and the interaction requires the usage of both the Button+ interface and four RFID cards disguised as one ignition key (used to start the game), and three shift gears for changing the car speed.

The goal of this game is to drive the car as far as possible avoiding obstacles until the fuel runs out. The Button+ knob is used as a steering wheel for controlling the car’s left and right position. The fuel level is indicated on the screen with a graphical bar, and it is also mapped to the height of the knob: as time passes by, the knob height is gradually decreased, making steering more difficult. When the fuel tank is empty, the knob is completely retracted and the car is not controllable anymore. Finally, if the car bumps into an obstacle on the road, a haptic feedback is rendered on the top of the knob and a gas consumption penalty is assigned. Also for this application, changes of shape in the interfaces are both system and user driven.

**Figure 7. Demonstration of the car simulator application.**

**CONCLUSIONS**
In this paper, we have explored the design space of a simple shape-changing button interface – the Button+ prototype. Based on this platform, we conducted a series of design workshops with the goal of generating ideas for practical products that could be enhanced by shape-changing capabilities. As a result, we collected and analyzed ideas from 12 participants and developed a taxonomy that describes user-aware and context-aware interactions. The simplicity of our prototype ensures that more complex shape-changing interfaces could still be described using the proposed model. Finally, we developed two applications that showcase the range of interactions described in our classification.

These results can be generalized for other shape-changing interfaces that do not necessarily share the same form factor of Button+. Indeed, the main motivations for choosing the current form factor is that physical buttons are among the most common and ubiquitous interfaces [17], and, as it was pointed out in previous work, they could benefit from innovative design that leverages on actuation to represent dynamic properties [1]. Button+ is only an example but we believe that the taxonomy presented in this paper can easily be applied to other shape-changing interfaces.

This work has several limitations and possibilities for future improvement. The main limitation is perhaps related to the implementation of the Button+ proof-of-concept prototype. Our prototype is bulky and could easily contain additional shape-changing input and output elements. Future work will be devoted to build better hardware with refined capabilities, following the users’ feedback. For example, workshop participants commented that the haptic actuator located on the top of the knob could be more useful and effective if it were placed on the side of the knob. Also some other participants commented that the box size was larger than they expected, limiting practical application scenarios.

Another limitation is the number of participants of the workshop studies: despite that we tried our best to give voice to a variety of users by recruiting people with both engineering and design backgrounds, future iterations of this work will require more participants with a greater variety of backgrounds. Future work will be required to validate this framework and to generate practical design guidelines that support user and context aware interactions through shape-changing interfaces.
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